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tekken tag tournament 2 is a must
have for any tekken fan. with more
than 60 characters, more dlc content
and new features for the ps3 and
xbox 360 versions of the game, this
is the definitive version of tekken tag
tournament 2 available! namco
presents us with the opportunity to
experience the world of tekken,
offering not only an expansive roster
of characters, but more ways to play
than ever before, whether in the
single player offline mode or in the
battle modes. and thanks to the wii u
gamepad the player can add a new
dimension to the gameplay by
utilizing the gamepad to add or edit
a character, control their moves, or
view various statistics. as with the
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previous version of the game the
online matches were hosted by sega,
and is the only way to access the
forums and challenges. however, the
number of games available and the
actual server stability are good on
both the ps3 and 360 versions of the
game. fight as your favorite cast of
tekken characters, wacom, and
accessories in the ultimate combat
experience. with the most advanced
fighters with the biggest attacks,
greatest combos, and most
advanced game mechanics, this is
the perfect fighting game. namco
never fails to entertain us with their
enduring popularity of the iconic
franchise, tekken tag tournament 2,
always stay the test of time and
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proves once again to be the best in
the genre. in our review we aim to
have a closer look at the game and
to see if the the wii u version is any
better than its previous incarnations
on the ps3 and 360. we also hope to
see some footage of the new game
modes, fighter modes, skins and
online. all in all we enjoyed the game
and the ease of connection on the
new game mode.
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Tekken Tag Tournament 2 PS3-DUPLEX

tekken game has been proved as a
great series. tekken tag tournament
2 has been released in the market.

you can buy it only through the
playstation store. the story of the

tekken series has shown a splendid
story telling with many talented

game developers. tekken tag
tournament 2 brings more things for
the players to enjoy. well, the fans
are very excited for this tekken tag

tournament 2 ps3 game and is
waiting for this game to release. if
you like to play the tekken game,

you can buy this game through the
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playstation store and experience a
variety of the fighting styles. in the
tekken tag tournament 2 game, you

will enjoy to play an excellent
fighting game and an entertaining

game. the game lets you get a
splendid graphics. you can see

different styles of the fighting. - beat
the competition with up to three

friends using the same console to
fight as one player in online modes.
players have the ability to have a
tournament, one-on-one or even a
single-on-seven-players melee. the

wii u edition of tekken tag
tournament 2 looks and plays pretty

well, although the audio can be a
little bit patchy in places, which

makes it easy to miss some of the in-
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game action or the character's verbal
taunts. which is a shame, because

the game's soundtrack is some of the
most memorable from any fighting

game in recent memory, with
incredible tracks that instantly bring

to mind the various series'
memorable music. the result is that
this is a game which is extremely

replayable. but this isn't a completely
smooth ride. apart from the in-game
audio being a little bit jittery, there

were a few instances where the
game exhibited a loss of frame rate.

visually, there were a few issues here
and there, which include some
shadow quality - often soft and

bordering on the blurry - that doesn't
really look like it fits in with the
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modern era of fighting games. if
you're looking to play tekken tag
tournament 2 on the wii u, there's
not really much point in picking up

the game. 5ec8ef588b
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